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Versions of the operating system: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (x64, x86)Category: Broadcom Bluetooth Devices Subcategory: USB Bluetooth Driver (ALPS) Bluetooth devicesAvailable for free pc matic benefits are: Fileless Ransomware Detection, Adware Blocking, Closes Software Vulnerabilities, Blocks
Modern Polymorphic Threats and more. More information ALPS Integrated Bluetooth Device: Features: Integrated BluetoothTM protocol stacks and profiles USB and UART interfaces supported. Built-in flash memory applications: audio streaming devices, DSCs, digital camcorders, terminal adapters,
printers, and other peripherals. Contact Support Parts &amp; Repair Alps Bluetooth USB Adapter.OS installed driver. Just for information. Search for similar items by category feedback category: Bluetooth Manufacturer: Alps Caution Level: Safe download file size: 44.24MB Operating system: Windows
NT/ XP/2003/2000/98 Last version / release date: 2003/2000/98 5.1.2600.2180 / 03 Aug 2004 Windows device driver information for Alps Bluetooth USB Adapter The Alps Bluetooth USB Adapter is a device that uses a wireless technology in connectivity that is facilitated by the Bluetooth function. It is
added to operating systems such as Windows XP among other Microsoft Windows versions and the Mac OS to boost their functionality. Users are bound to experience increased speeds, reliability and safety. The Bluetooth USB adapter of the Alps is very compatible with bluetooth enabled devices. This
improves the seamless transfer of data from one source to another at high speeds. The Bluetooth has a feature that searches for devices within the distance, connects to them and delivers the intended data remotely. It improves networks wirelessly with a lot of security so very reliable for use. It is low on
energy consumption and this reduces operating costs. It can multitask by pairing 7 devices at once. This will increase productivity in the workplace. Unless you update your drivers regularly, you'll experience hardware performance issues. To check your drivers, you'll need to manually check every device
on your system for driver updatesAlps Bluetooth USB adapterThe Alps Bluetooth USB adapter is compact and this makes it convenient for use. It is of a plug and play nature and users are directly connected to it. It can be used anywhere because of its wireless character, which increases mobility. It
works comfortably with your fax, mouse, printer, keyboard and smartphone. It can be used to send files that may contain information about music, videos, text, photos, and presentations. It saves on office space and reduces clutter due to its wireless power. This keeps the work area tidy and organized.
The physical are a length of 0.75 inches, a width of 0.55 inches and a height of 0.19 inches. It weighs 0.19 pounds. it comes with a manufacturers two year warranty. It uses the IEEE 802.15.1 standards. It has a USB interface of 2.0 and EDR. Its ranges for wireless wireless from 2.1 to 2,485 GHz. It is
highly recommended to perform a free pre registration scan and Bluetooth USB adapter errors in the Alps before installing driver updates. Result 1-10 of 5.930 Linksys Compact Wireless-G USB Adapter BLUETOOTH USB + EDR ADAPTER CLASS 1 v2.0 Bluetooth Software Ver.6.0.1.4900.zip Belkin
54g Wireless USB Network Adapter Belkin Wireless G USB Network Adapter USB Vaccine 1 2 ... 593 593
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